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PART ONE

Tfonltorlng and Evaluation of Educational Systems
I,

Introduction;

This paper attempts to focua attention on evaluation as the process of

delineating, obtaining, and providing useful information for making judicious
decisions'*
about alternatives in education.
It looks at evaluation as
a process or cluster of processes enacted to provide data so that decisions
can be made as to vhether something should be accepted, changed,,or elimin
ated.
Implies* in this definition is the process of ascertaining the re

lative values of whatever is being judged.

Generally, evaluation aims at

determining whether the expected, the planned for, has occurred or is occurr
ing in relation to the intended outcomes.
When applied to education, ev

aluation is the process/processes used for discovering the extent to whick
education as designed,developed and implemented is prodtJoing or can produce
the desired/intended results in terms of knowledge skills, attitudes and
beha-rJ/nirs in student/ luarnero. in essence then, eveluation focuses on the
strength and weaknesses of an educational system, its^internal and external
effectivenesse
On the other hand,

monitoring,

often called maintenance,

encompasses

the methods and means by which an education system is managed to ensure its
continued effective functioning.
Essentially, monitoring attends to the
activities of students, teachers and education personnel in response to the
ongoing system and their respective responsibilities as regards the continued
success of the system,

its programmes and activities.

This paper therefore will look at:

(1)
(2)

the nature, purpose and methodology of evaluation;
the decisive factors in the internal effectiveness of an
educational system;

(3)

the criteria for evaluating educational policies, aims and
programmes;

(4)

Systematic approach to goal analysis and evalution of educational
programmes;

(5)

Evaluating the internal and external efficiency of an educational
system;

II.

(6)

how to assess the expected outcomes of education, and

(7)

Monitoring the education system.

Nature, purpose and Methodology of Evaluation

In education, evaluation should not solely be equated with the EKsaaureiaent

It should extend beyond the professional judgement of asseasing the expected
outcomes of education, because central to the issue of evaluation is decision
making.
It allows the educator to identify alternative education actions
which have promise of greater benefits in the light of overall aims and goals
of education.
In evaluation, the decision maker obtains data which will allow
him to select programmes or activities with proven effectiveness in equipping
learners with the right knowledge, skills and attitudes for a productive life.
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One, however, has to develop competence in decision making to be able to make
such choices.
The process of decision making oay be represented thus!
Figure 1:

The Total irocesa of Decision Making

FVedicting
System

Decision

Data.

(a)

Criteria

Recomme not
ations

fiirpose of evaluation

When evaluation is done properly, it should provide infornation to
enable one to decide whether to address a particular need or not, whether
to create a programme or not ; to continue with it; to modify it or to
terminate it.
Several perposes of evaluation may therefore be identified
viz:

(i)

(ii)

to increase the substantive knowledge base regarding the education

process and the functioning of this edncation system.

to furnish information which will facilitate making decisions as
to whether to continue, adjust or discard an on—going programme
in the education system;

(iii)

(iv)

to provide justification for a political, social economic and
educational action relating to education programmes;

to create a report which can be utilized by all appropriate
persons in the education system resulting in the introduction
and continuance of effective education programmes;

(v)

to general© information that can be employed in educating the
community as to the rationale for a particular programme,
the effectiveness of education programmes*

Conversely, it may be asked as to why we evaluate at all?
the answer may be put thus:
we evaluate to:

and

To which question

- generate information so as to make a decision about a programme
continuation!

- disseminate information about the effectiveness of a programmes;

- furnish information about programme continuation regarding student
learning, instructional materials, curriculum content, methods of
teaching, learning experiences, etc.
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- to find out how far the objectives, aims and goals of the educational
system have been fulfilled.

While it may be eaay to answer the question of why do we evaluate, it
is not so much easy to answer the other question: Whom do we evaluate?

From the educational point of view we evaluate:

*

Te*chers - as regards their training i.e. their professional pre
paration for a teaching assignment\

- knowledge skills and attitudes for effective proformance
of their duties;

- classroom management for effective enhancement of
education;

- interpersonal relations with learners, administrators,

inspectors/supervisors, other education staff and the

communityj

- professional ethics in terms of coraaitaent to duty; code

of conduct; helping pupils/students; in writing exercises

and fostering learning,

(ii)

Students/learnerst- evaluating the intended outcomes of education;
- achievement in terras of knowledge, skills and behaviours;
- preparedness

and suitability for productive life;

- learning processes as regards rates and styles of learning,
motivation etc.

- performance regarding assignments and tasks;
- mastery of learning experiences;
- mastery of curriculum content.

(lii)

Administrators/education personnel
- school management in terras of control and management of schools,
financial management etc.;

- administration in respect of school rules and regulations.admission
procedures, administrative directives, educational policies, aims
and objective of education;

- guidance and counselling if given an important role in education;
- provision of education and facilities, human, financial and
material;

- conditions of service for education or personnel and welfare of
students/learners in schools;
- supervision and inspection of schools how effective these are;
- channels of communication between/and with schools and provision
of services etc.
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(iv)

Community
- community1s participation in education as members of school
boards, parents/teachers associationsj advisory committees etc.
- assistance to schools relative to finance, school building and
maintenance,

self—help programmes, provision of instructional materials

etc.?
- Formulation of educational policies, aims and goals;
- participation in educational activities;

- the impact of the commodity and its environment on the learning
experiences of a school}

Having looked at whom to evaluate, it becomes necessary to examine what

to evaluate within an educational system.

In this paper what to evaluate in

the educational system is confirmed to the clusters or subsets of (l)
ing or conceptualization of the system (2)

plann

policies, goals and objectives of

the system (3) curriculum and instruction (4) expected outcomes of education
i.e. student performance attainment/achievement (5) teacher effectiveness and

competencies to effect learning (6) administration, management and supervision
of the system (7) environments i.e. both school and community environments,

facilitates, instructional materials and equipment and (8) use of educational
resources (human, financial and material).
1,

jra
Planning/conceptionalization of the systei

In this regard, evaluation should measure the extent to which:

— the philosophy of education of the country is based on national develop
ment goals and objectives;

— evaluation reflect the concrus, preoccupations and national needs;

— educational system is fully responsive to individual and national needs;
— education is effectively used as an instruement for achieving important
national development goals,

and

Through effective planning there is policy to train and produce quality
teachers, curriculum planners and evaluators, supervisors and inspectors,
administrators, and provide for instructional materials and equipment.
2#

Policies,

goals and objectives

Evaluation of policies, goals and objectives can measure the extent to
which:

— there is coherence between, on the one hand, the objective of the
educational system, the means devoted to them, and the results gained
from them: and on the other, the main economic and social objectives
of a development plan;

— the planned main goals were fulfilled in relation to estimated total
costs;

— the planned production targets were achieved in relation to estimated
direct costs;

•

- real productivity was achieved in relation to real direct costs;

- there was real fulfilment of main goals/sub-goals in realtion to
real total costs;

- the educational policy followed ia feasible and capable of fulfilment!

- the educational policy followed brings greater benefit to the individual
or society at lesser co3t than purmiing a different policy;

- short term, long term, process goals and product goals are effectively
fulfiledj

3«

Curriculum and Instruction

Evaluation of curriculum

can measure the extent to which:

- curriculum goals as long-range aims are clasified, and differentiated
from objectives as specific immediate learner beharioural outcomes;
- goal* and objectives' ara an Integoal part of the process ofourrioulua
and instructional planning, development and supervision, examination
and evaluation;

- goals and objectives in curriculum can accommodate hieravehieal
cognitive, affective and pychoraotor demaina.;
- curriculun decisions are effectively implemented;
- curriculum reflects the culture content of society;
- learning has been achieved;

;

- subject content or skill is best learned;

- pupils involvement reflects their1 readiness and ability to learn
subject content;

- lesson preparation notes reflects teachers competencies in directing
learning;

- teachers preparedness reflects quality of training and professional
commitment j

- pupils performance reflects the quality of education

received and

learning which has taken placej
4.

Achievement/performance or expected outcomes of education

It is possible to evaluate the expected outcomes of education by direct
reference to the objectives! Social, educational, pedagogical, cultural,
economic, political etc. - which the education system as a whole, or its
various sub-systems propose to attain,
This approach can be used to evaluate
educational programmes or courses.
It assumes that one can clearly identify
the objectives of the educational system but which are usually implicit or

couched in very general terms.

It also assumes that indicators/indices of

performances or for assessing the fulfilment of oMectives have been eat-

abilished. Generally, an evaluation is made to find out how well the expected
outcomes of education have been fulfilled, althou(jfc
this in normally dene through
assessment, tests, and other forms of measurement

and examination*,
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5.

Effectiveness and Efficency
Evaluation of teacher effectiveness should

include an assessment of the

training and qualifications of teachers,

paration,

their competencies in lesson pre
lesson development and presentation, classroom management and

discipline, skills in supervising, queationing and directing pupils
learning, correcting pupils work and assignments; competence in the use of visual
and other teaching aidd, use of the blackboard motivating learning, and
arousing their interest in learning; preparation of schemes of work to reflect
clear interpretation of the syllabus and the students learning needa,

etc.

Evaluation of teach«ru skills and competencies in guiding and directing
facts, concepts study skills, thinking

learning of the various disciplines;

and reasoning i.e their effectiveness in guiding learning in the three

domains:

6»

cognitive,

affections and psychsmotor and according to their hierarchies*

Administrative and organization/atrueture

Evaluation of the system should include the administrative and organizational
structure of the delivery system various factors ar« likely to affect the
efficient functioning of the system viz:
— the degree of centralization or decentralization will have effect on
the way schools are run;

— the administrative and organizational structure of the systems;
— educational policy regarding planning,
evaluation,

curriculum development and

examinations and accreditation;

training and recruitment

of teachers, conditions of service for education personnel;admission
and promotion of pupils; provision, procurement and distribution of school
supplies;
— education policy on pre—service and in-service training;
— channels of communication;

— Provision of instructional materials,

equipment and school supplies;

— responsibility for builrJing and maintenance of instructional,
and recreational

boarding

facilities;

— sources of funds for education function;

— co—ordinative, collaboration and cc—operative of education programmes
activities — formal, non—formal or special education;
— responsibilities for the different levels and sectors of evaluation,
7,

Environments

Evaluation of environcienta
— school environments i.e.

will determine the extent to which:
space,

instructional facilities,

and boarding

recreational facilities affect/influence learning function;
— availability or lack oi* equipment and materials affect learning;

- the unpleasant or pleasant school situation influence pupils learning;

- community environment is the home,

including,

religion, politics, kth

economy and social backgrounr'a affect/influence learning.
can hinder

or

foster

learning.

Often those
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8»

Utilization of Educational Resources
Evaluation of educational

human,

resources will determine the extent

financial and material resources are oplimally utilized*

resources

to which

How much of the

Allocated to education are utilized for the promotion of learning.

Can maximum social,
available resources?

educational or economic benefits be achieved given the
These questions and many more from the basis for an

evaluation of educational reauones6

(b)

Msthodology of Evaluation

Five components of evaluation
focuses on the educational system
evaluation activities requisite.
plan or procedural design for the

methodology may be examined*
The first
phenomena to be evaluated and, the range of
This is the generation of the management
evaluation process which maps the settings

within vhich the evaluation process is to occur by:
— spelling out the objectives of the evaluation activity and;
— the noting of constraints and policies under which the eveluation must
be conducted.
In short,

this is the focus on evaluation.

The second major component of evaluation methodology is selection and
collection of information involving:

(i)

identifying the.sources of information essential for consideration
and noting the state of current information;

(ii)

identifying the means for collecting information e.g. tests,
intervi«wsf

(iii)

observations etc.

noting the procedures available and methods for obtaining information
and

(iv)

developing a mission profile for carrying out these steps.

Tlie third component is organization of information involving the means by
which collected data will be classified, organized, recorded and retrieved.
Hie fourth component is analysis of data by employing appropriate analysis teohring,
which can range from computers a groups mean score on an
achievement
test to factor analysis to isolate factors influencing student learning or
performance.

Finally the fifth component of evaluation methodology is reporting

of data/information to those for whom the evaluation io intended.
In the administration of the

foregoing five components of evaluation

methodology, one can follow twelve events for evaluating an educational
system viz:

(i)

(ii)
(iii)

activiting an education evaluation plan;

determining the fivo components described above;
Identifying staff and staff requirements necessary for conducting the
evaluation of the education syotem;

(iv)

determining the evaluation schedule;
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(v)

identifying resources required for the evaluation;

(vi)

identifying education policy which will affect the evaluation;

(vii)

Defining the means of addressing educational policy during evaluation
process;

(viii)

Finalizing the evaluation design to be employed;

(ix)

Finalizing the evaluation schedules}

(x)

determining the budget requirements for the evaluation;

(xi)

obtaining the necessary budgetj

(xii)

Activitating the five curriculum evaluation components as described
earlier;

On the whole, the general approach to evaluation is basically the same
irrespective of the focus of such evaluation.
In this regard a breakdown of
evaluation may be delineated as follows;

Evaluation Design

Plan for obtaining

1* Delimeation of

Information

Information needs

3.

Plan for Pro

viding Information

\/
1,1

Definetion of System

2.1

Collecting of Data

3*1 JVeparing of report

1*2

Specification of

2.2

Organization of data

3*2 Dissemination of

2.3

Analysis of data

decisions

1.3

Statement of
Evaluation policies

1.4

Statement of evalu

Information

ation assumptions

Figure 2:

Breakdown of Evaluation
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III.

Decisive Factors in the Internal Effectiveness of Education Systems
Often ths indicators of internal effectiveness of an education system

are the result of the conditions which exist ifithin a given system.

In this

regard, the decisive factors in internal effectiveness could be grouped into
six categories although others may analyse them differently.
This paper gives a
brief desiription of those factors viz:

!•

Pupila/otudents
Five decisive factors may be considered in respect of this category

as follows:

(a)

Access to education

— whether there are enough places}
— enrolment by sex at the various levels of the education system;

— regional distribution or enrolment by district, region or state/
provinoo etc.
— enrolment by social status category or by population grouping —

rural/urban;
— existence of schools providing the full cycle of each level;
— objectivity of methods of selection and promotion;

or selection

on merit,

(b)

Assiduity

— whether compulsory schooling existsj

— attendance of enrolled pupils/students;
— drop-out rates - or how long pupils,

stay at school before leaving;

— repetition rates or re—enrolment of pupils who have left and want a
second chance;

— complementarity of formal and non-formal education,

(c)

Student Results

— determination of the degree of development of the three domains i.e.
cognitive,

affective and psychomotor domains;

— determination of the degree and progress of effectiveness in the
three domains;

— determination of attitudes
Service rendered by the school to pupils
— eg. boarding and recreational facilities;

— guidance and counselling;
— pupil - teacher relations;

— health and other services
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(e)

FUpil/student Reactions

- F\ipils/students own statement of their impressions about the
effectiveness of education received;

- behaviour and actions of pupils during schooling, out of school, and
after school;

2.

Teachers and other staff

The following decisive factors may be considered:

(a)

Selection and qualifications

- criteria for selection to teacher training;

- teachers qualifications needed to fulfil education aims, goals and
objectives;

- status of their theoretical and practical trainingj

(b)

Staffing and staff development

- how teachers are recruited;

- salary structure, incentives and other benefits;
- staff training including in service courses;

- promotions, and moves to posts of responsibility.

(c)

Staff-student relations

- how satisfactory they are;

- treatment of students and students respect of staff,

(d)

Teaching methods/loads

- teachers competence in conducting le«a*gAf
- preparation of less*jn pLurj
- use of various teaching methods;

- use of teaching/visual aids;
- how many periods per week teachers take ;
- use of theory and practice,

(e)

Teachersi Professionalism

- professional commitment;

- correcting and marking assignments;
- helping pupils; care of pupils;

- Preparedness for teaching in the course of year;
- adherence to code of conduct;
- nnnctia.litv.

(f)

n

-

Support staff

- how satisfactory technical support is;
- relationship between academic and support staff;
- channel of communication,

3.

Qjrriculum

Under this item, three major decisive factors may be observed:
(a)

Format and content of curricula and syllabi

- course objectives being expressed clearly in relation to individual
and national needs;

- whether ccat^nt o« curricula and crllatl satisfy course objectives;
- whether subject content,

learning objectives,

and preformance measures

are clearly and adequately expressed.

(b) Quality

of curricula and syllabi

,

- how well the major practical skills are covered;

- how effective curricula are in developing the three domains icognitive,
affective and psychomotor;

■ - how well the different subjects in the course are co-ordinated;
- whether there is balance between theory and practice and balance in
time allocation to different subjects;

(c)

ReYiew/rr-ri-vlon of curricula and syllabi

- how regular are curricula and syllabi reviews/revisions}
- when was the last review made to curriculum or the syllabus.
- necessary revision in the light of information obtained as a
result of evaluation.

4,

Administration and organization
This may be looked

(a)

t

from four decisive factors:

Aims, Goals, objectives and Plans

- how well articulated these are on all educational issues e.g. on

student performance admission, recruitment of teachers, examinations/
assessment etc.

(b)

Organizational structure

- the effect of organization structure on management of education;
- centralized or decentralized system;

(c)

Information system

- how well informed are teachers pupils or students about education
policy, examination,

resource utilization etc.;
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(d)

of available information for deciBion making etc,

rfenag.ement style and effectiveness

— whether students/staff exhibit a sense of purpose and understanding of the
objectives;

— how learning and school performance w* affected by the style of
management.

5«

Physical Resources

Six decisive factors in respect of this category may be examined:

(a)

Teaching facilities

— classrooms,

laboratories, workshops, preparation rooms etc. their state and

availabilityj

(b)

Support Facilities

— Administration,

library,

recreational, common rooms,

staff rooms,

hostels, dining rooms etc, how good they are or whether available,

(c)

Utilization of space

— optional utilization of libraries,classrooms,

laboratories, workshops,

cafeteria etc.

Provision of Equipment

— how comprehensive is the range of equipment provided;
— adequacy of such equipment;
— Maintenance of equipment provided;

(e)

Equipment utilization

— optional utilization of equipment;

— relevance of equipment to course needs;
— availability of epare parts and service crew,

(f)

Consumable materials

— how satisfactory the distribution of materials is j
•• ease of availability of aaterials;
— effective use of material made available*

6.

Parents and community

Decisive factors which may be considered under this category include:
— parents and community's participation in education;

— parents1/community's responsibilities for education.
— their contribution,

both financial and material,

to education;
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— their reactions and responses to education programmes and activities
etc, j

This paper cannot explore all the decisive factors for internal effective
ness of education as the Hat

is too long.

Suffice to say here that the fore

going are among the many factors which should be taken into account*
IV.

Criteria for evaluating educational policies,

aims and programmes

A lot of argument, criticism or tnlk have been heard or written about
the rek ranee of education to the socio-economic and cultural needs of in

dividuals and society; the

univernalisation

of education and/or extending

educational opportunities to the majority of the people; diversity and co
ordination of education;

and the optional utilization of resources*

These

arguments have direct reference to the aims, objectives and policies of
education and the kind of programmes undertaken in schools.
In evaluating
education policeis therefore, it is necessary to examine the major criticisms
against educational systems and then examine the possible criteria for
evaluating the effectiveness of education systems,
1#

Major Criticisms against Education Systems
Criticisms against education have arisen as a result oft

(a)

the emergence of the problem of having to employ school leavers
without vocational orientation in productive and socio-economic
activities*

(b)

the continuing rise in the number of unemployable university
graduates and the rising tendency for them to pick jobs requiring
lower.qualifications,

(o)

the alienation of higher education products from communities
and cultural heritage and the accusation of their living in Ivory
towers;

(d)

the increasing treck of school leavers to cities and towns in

I

search for white—collar employment and a dislike for blue—collar
or manual work}
the general drift from rural areas to peri-urban

i

and urban areas;

f
i

(e)

lack of greater opportunities for those with identifiable physical
facilities and at worno, lack of system for early detection of
metal disabilities.

(f)
,

!

|

for economic growth and hence the continued importation of expertise;

(g)

The ever increasing demand for financial allocations to education
which threatensallocations to other sectors of the economy;

*
i

The general failure by education in achieving those individual
competences necessary to lead a successful and cretive life and

' . -

(h)

The inability of the educational system to match the increased rate

I

of population growth and meet increased demands for educational

)

opportunities;
A number of reasons may be given for the emergence of the above indicators
of mal—functioning of education systems in many developing countries vizi
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(i)

Education system are not adopted to national development

Much of Africa is primarily agricultural and yet education systems give
little iraphasls on agricultural subjects and continue to turn away from rural
activities the product* of the education system*
Schools continue to educate
for vhite collar jobs rather than in productive life in rural areas.
The
curricula.tend to be inappropriate to the demand: and requirements of social

and economic growth*

.

There is less emphasis, on technical/vocational education

rather than general education,

(ii)

Education systems are not*adopted to the means available

Most African education systems are expensive to maintain, let alone keep
the momentiura
of development*
Resources, particularly in higher institutions
are not optionally utilized showing in some cases,

high drop-out and repetition

rates; under or over utilization of teachers/tutorrt
instructional facilities and
equipment* Education development follows a strategy of linear expansion
which has tended to "ho very oxpennive to nolntain and has perpetuated an olit^flt
form of education.

(iii)

Enormous Means Employed for a 1 ow out-*put

Unit costs particularly in higher institutions are very high and are not

in
with the quality of. education offered. Fewer pupils/students complete
the school cycle: they drop or repeat thereby making unit costs high* Although
there have been appreciable increases in enrolments* the number (in absolute
:
terms) of illiterates in Africa has continued to increase*

(iv) ; The system produce large numbers of ill-equipped and frustrated peoples
Methods of selecting students,

examinations,

and methods of teaching

continue to.produce ill-equipped, ill-prepared people and lacking is knowledge*
skills and attitudes for gainful employment or productive life either in rural
or urban areas.

There is an imbalance also,

between theory and practice so

that those who come.out of the system doXiibt posses

knowledge, skills and
attitudes for income generation, self employment or engaging in productive
activities and hence, the frustration on the part of many graduates from the
system*

(v)

.

Lack of complementarity between formal and non-formal education

Non-formal education programmes and activities are developed in isolation
from the main stream of educations development and hence the two systems function
as separate entities lacking a common purpose and goal*

2,

Criteria for evaluating educational policies
Three questions may be asked in respect of establishing criteria for

evaluating educational policies.

are exhaustive;

No claims is being made to say that these questions

they only indicate the magnitude of the problem.

-

If, -

The first question to acfc is:— should we evaluate in terms of objectives or should we evaluate the
objectives themselves?

Certainly we can establish criteria for evaluating an educational policy
by direct reference to the objectives which the educational system proposes

to attain - be they education, social, political, cultural, economic poc»»gogical etc. objectives.
This method is suitable when evaluating education
programmes or projects.

(a)

It however assumes that one can:

clearly identify the objections of the system in opite of their
being implicit or

(b)

oouched

in very general terms;

establish indicators/indices to assess the extent to which the objectives
laid down were attained or are in the process of attaimaent.

This approach, however has limitations and therefore evaluation of
the value of educational policy must extend to the objectives themselves*
This
is because the factors which affect national development are interdependent
and passing judgement on the forms and method of economic and social development

(of which education is part) must be assessed in the light of objectives

set and the policies which govern them.

It is therefore important to evaluate

educational policies by evaluating the objectives themselves.

A second question to as^ is whether there is a logical pattern in the
development of an educational system? Certainly a lot can be learned from the
■*«y other education systems hi*vo developed over the years.
However because
there are differences in the level and pace of development, each country must
develop with reference to national demands, requirements, and the resources
available for education and national development one 6an make development decisions
based on historical trends of educations and national development patterns

over the last

fetr years.

In this regard, one should be able to establish

the relationship of coherency between the development of education and the

economic, social, cultural and political development of the country as a whole.
Following from this last remark, a final question may now be asked:
— Is it possible to set creteria for the coherency of the educational
policy and the economic and social development as a whole for a given
country?

In answering this question, it is possible to.establish such criteria
which would embrace:

(i)

the means devoted to education but assessed with reference to
to national resources as a whole and the fulfilment of national
and educational goals;

(ii)

and

the results obtained in the cultural, social, human, political
economic and educational fields.

In this regard, and for the propose of this paper\,. the following criteria
should be examined:

(i)

Economic coherency criteria allocation of resources and costs
could be examined as follows!

— proportion of national resources devoted to education as ft p«r««nt of
GDP,

total public expenditure etc*

— share of educational expenditure compared to expenditure in other
ministries and the social sector;

— proportion of expenditure on education, considered as investment in
human capital compared to investments in production facilities;
.

— break—down of educational expenditure by level of education;

— relative share of expenditure on formal,

non-formal and technical/vocationa

education;

— magnitude of unit costs per student/pupil at the various levels of the
education system and factors which govern the magnitude of the costs*

(ii)

Coherency between the outputs of the educational system and
manpower requirements of the country.

This refers to the magnitude of input and output flows of the system and
the various levels and types of educationt

— the criteria concerning the integration into the economy of those
certified by the system as educated;

— various criteria concerning the quantitative and qualitative short

comings of vocacj.ouu.j./te.chnical training compared to the requirements
of national economy.

(iii)

Pedagogical criteria

— rating of internal efficiency (see the write-up on internal efficiency

in section VI of this paper);

— ratings of the quality and professionalism of the teaching body

(iv)

Social coherency criteria
This involves examining:

— regional disparities in the provision of education;
— social discrepancies and sex descriminationj

— influence of education on social uobllityj

— influence of education on the growth of towns, cities and society and
population,

(v)

Cultural criteria
This involves examiningi

— the part played by education in cultural developmentj
— the adaptation of education to national culture;

and

a

- 17 -> the proportion of foreigners working in a country and the influence
of foreign cultures on the culture and life of the people.

(vi)

Political criteria
This involves examiningt

— the educational system as a factor of n**ri°a*lcolesion, and the yeast
in the

Lo-xf

of political unity;

— the part played by education in citizenship;
— the educational system as a factor in participation by citizens in
economic, civic and political activities.

(vii)

Human criteria

Ihia involves assessing the rolo played by education in the contribution
and fulfilment of an individuals happnesa, health, welfare and the satisfaction
of basic human needs.
All these criteria ought to be taken into account in the development of a

country's education system and within the context of national development policies*

(v)

Systematic approach to ftoal analysis and evaluation of educational .
Programmes*.

Under this title, we examine a systematic apprcaohb to evaluation and
analysis of public goals as seen from the evaluation point of view under
six major phases:
A.

Systematic approach to evaluation
Evaluation is continuous process from the moment when a project idea

ia

born to the day the results and affects of a certain project cannot be rel
ated to the objectives of the project.
Project evaluation must thus be a con
tinuous process integrated in the planning,

the project*

implementation and follow-up phases of the

This systematic approach to evaluation can be illustrated in the

figure on the following page.

in this figure, the left wing of the 'V1 illustrates the planning phase
Starting with the analysis of main objectives which are then concretized into
sub-goalsp

plans*

production targets,

activities!

The wheel at the bottom of the

'V1

coot estimates and implementation

feeds planned in-put into the

implementation process.
The right wing of the 'V1 shows the follow—up of
actual results and affects.' The comparisons between planned and actual results

(level 7—3) is then defined as built-in evaluation and the comparisons between
planned and actual effects (level 3 — l) defined as special evaluation.
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Figure 3i

Svatematic approach to evaluation

FOLLOW-UP

PLANNING

Special evaluation

objectives

Significance

2

Sub-goals (invl.
estimates of

total co»ta)
Product units

ilt-in evaluation

Actual production

Production targets

Activities carried out

Activities

Actual direct costs

Direct costs

Plan of operation (incl.
evaluation plan)

B.

Productivity

Actual in-put

Analvslo of public goals

"..The importance of veil-defined goals can be described in terms ofs

- Allocative poweri
- ' ""

power i

- Evaluation power?

the extent to which criteria for establishing

priorities can be derived from the stated goals,

the extent to which programme activities can be

related to and guided by the stated goals.

the extent to which progress made can be expressed
in terms of the stated goals.

The first step in an analysis of an educational programme is thus to define
as clearly as possible the policies which are to form the base for the allocation
decisions, management control and evaluation work.

Most analysis would theoretically agree to the statement that it is pre

requisite for any analysis in the public sector to know what the policymakers want

Achieve-that Is being familiar with their fioaU. But in ^^J^^m in particular those using economic research methods - start off their
trying to find out what these goals really are.
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This theoretical acceptance but practical neelect of the political policies

can partly be explained by the fact that goals are already implicity given in most
economic models partly by difficulties to transform public policy statements
into operational goals.

.

The above described evaluative approach by definition is not linked to

any particular economic or social policy but based on the stated P<*^

in aParticular country fora particular sector or programme at a particular time,

agoaHnalysts muTalways bTcarried out.

In fact, it constitutes the very heart

of the system.

The analysis of public goals - as seen from the evaluators point of view can be divided into the following six major phases:
(a)

Describe the problem area

(b)

Identify policy outputs

(c)

Specify the goal elements

(d)

Structure the goal elements

(f)

Analyse conflicts between goals on the same level.

(e) Analyse the linkage goals on different levels (means and ends test)
These six steps of the goal analysis, on which the following discussion
will be based, can be illustrated as below:
(a)

Description of the problem area

Ftolicies are not formulated in a vacuum. They are - or should at least be
based on assessment of the present situation. The achievements to be aimed at
can be indicated and transformed via, e.g. a political process into policy outputs,
annual and long-term plane. An evaluator of, e.g. educational programmes should not

Stly^e involved In policing. His role is to utilize the policies stated
in the analytical work in order to help the policy-makers t0,*^1™ *~*teP- ^

understanding of alternatives as judged against their own policy statement. The
evaluator can, however, only play this role if he has same insights as regards
the process of policy-making as such and knowledge about the structure of the
educational sector and content of the educational plans.

(b)

Identification of policy outputs

Familiarity with the policy-making system described above is necessary

vhen the various policy outputs are to be identified. These outputs may be
expresed in written documents or only verbally stated. Some may be explicit and

clear policies, others rather vague.
In many cases it will be next to impossible
to find any policy guidelines at all except the fact that a decision is to be
or already has been taken. Dut one thing is for sure! goals always exist as
lonp as the purpose of a programme or a project is to achieve something. It

is this 'something* that the avaluator must identify. As the structure of policy
making varies between countries it is impossible to give any general indications
as to look for policy outputs in governmental bills, developing plans, committee
backrrround papers, plane of operations, legal documents, various protocols,
budget presentations, etc., etc.

The only advice to be given is that the

evaluator take the time needed to find out what exists and what does not. One
may argue that it should be the policy-makers'job to communicate their policies

in such a form that the evaluator never had to search for the information
needed. But as this study tries to face reality as it usually exist* such
a recommendation is seldom a solution to the problem to be solved.
Instead we will consider the quality and relevance of the policy outputs
in order to facilitate the next steps of the goal analysis - the defining of
the goal elements.

The quality of the policy outputs only refers to how well they are defined

which, or course, Has nothing to do with the quality of the content.

The relevance of the policies muat be determined with reference to the
structure of the policy-making institutions. The reason of course boing
that in any field of public activities there exist various opinions of what

ought to be the policies to be followed. If funds are to be allocated within, e.g.
the educational sector, various interested groups such as the teachers, pupils,
parents, officials at the Ministry of lUuttational, political parties, loader* at
regional organization* etc., are interested to influence the decisions to be taken*
The evaluator is of course not the one to judge what are to be considered good
and bad policies - hio task is to consider those policies that are formlated in
accordance with the accepted policy-making process of that particular country for

this particular type of programme. Neither is ho to introduce hie own political;
views into the analysis. This may seem self-evident but how many times have
not analysts introduced theoretical model without recognizing the implicit

policies then applied.

It may sound more scientific to refer to partial

optimality than to a vague governmental bill when analysing various expenditure
patterns for education. In terms of relevance for the evaluation the simple
truth is, however, that a policy formulated by the government in the country
concerned (e.g. that the regional distribution of new schools should be considered;
is far more relevant than the policy ideas of a prominent economist from Italy at the

the beginning of this contury (which includes the idea that redistributional
policies are not being considered).
(c)

Specification of pToal elements

The relevant policy information identified is now to be transformed into
what can be called goal elements, that is to say formulated in operational terms
from the programme evaluator1a point of view.
In the ideal case the policy-makers
may present their guidelines not in lengthy and vague statements but as precise

goals.

Usually, however, it is not only task of the evaluator to identify poll*?

outputs but he must also specify the operational elements in these policy declarations.

A set of goals are usually considered operational if all the individual goals
are measurable in relevant units and if the individual goals 'form a logical ^j
and unambiguous whole in such a way that they can be achieved simultaneously1-'.

1/

Eero Pitkanen, Sweden Jurnal of Economics 1970 P* 207

The strong eraphasin on quantifiable units has often stimulated analysis to
consider only those goals that can be expressed in operational terras and
neglect goals that cannot be expressed numerically.

To avoid this, one

may either stress that both operational and non-operational goals should be
included or widen the concept of operationality to include all goals that
can be formulated in such a way that the goal fulfilment can be described
either in quantitative or qualitative terms.

We are going to apply the second definition of operationality which
then will include a quantitative, qualitative, distributional as *">1I as
executional dimension*

(l)

The quantitative dimension

The basic meaning of operational being measurable it is obvious that
the quantitative expressions of the goals are of central importance. The
extent to which it i* possible to quantity different types of goals and
thus benefits are to be discussed in some detail below.
The qualitative

This should be considered both as regards the qualitative aspects of the
quantifiable units (e.>g« the .quantitative units student examined1 can be
qualitatively described in termr* of minimum knowledge required to pass the

exam) and for such -spaota of the goal that cannot be qualified (e.g. described of
what is meant by the goal* in a aorv* *iaoor«tic society1).
What is important is that the language used when describing the qualitative
dimensions is as clear as possible.
Only one interpretation should be
possible B

(iii)

Distributive Dimension

The distributive dimension covers both distribution, between various target

groups*

We will limit the presentation of this dimension to the distribution

over time and between groups.

The distribution over time can be described by a starting point (base-line),

various check-points during implementation and a specified time when the final goals
are to be achieved.

The base-lines serve the dual purpose ef informing the decision - maker

about the present situation and thus improve the base for decisions as well as
they enable th^ manager to foilcw the goal variables over time as from the tine
before the programme vra^ implemented*

The distribution between various groups (eBg. classified in terras of income,

age, sex, or geographical locatior:) i:* equally important but in spite of this
often neglected in most public goal formulations*
Just as goals always exist at least in an ex-po^-r dense - i»o do target groups,,
Often
distribut

ional goals are usually either very vaguely formulated (equality is important)

or belong to the implicit goaja,that fall into contradictory pieces if expressed
explicitly. Another reason for the present situation is not known and thus the
light of explicity will only reveal, a lack of knowledge.
Finally an often
heard argument for not focusing on ths distribution between groups when appraising
public progrananes 1« that taxes and other "distributional" policies take care
of these asDecta.
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(iv)

The Executlonal Dimension

:

The concept ''operational goal" implies^ as described above that the
goal can be used as an allocative, management and evaluative tool*
The
executional dimension of the goal describes the extent to which the goal
in reality will be related to the allocative decisions to be carried out*

Many political goals are expressions of compromises and may be the
most practical way to avoid political conflicts.

The goals then formulated
may have no "steering power" as regards the development bn lower levels.

In these cases the technique of "revealed preferences'* can be useful
in checking to what extent the decisions actually taken are in line with

the policy statemens made, that is to make a crude but clear distinction

between what can be considered real and imaginary goals respectively.
Cm.

Benefit measure applied when evaluating educational programmes

,

The identification of the benefits for a certain project is the same as

the description of the content of its operationally defined objectives and

goals. In Bpitc of thio, it nay be interesting to indicate socie benefit nenouros as th»f

actually have been used in various analyses in order to exemplify the po»«—
ibillties and limitations to express progress n&do in quantitative and qualit

ative terms.
These measures are, of course,
of potential benefits.

(1)

only to be regarded as examples

The principal measure of productivity is the increaaed earnings due
to higher education as isolated as for as possible from income effects
determined by native ability, family background, social class originj
work experiences, etc.
Even if we could isolate these factors and all the relevant

statistics vera ftvail&bl*,, it can be questioned whether — from society's
point of view incon* levels and productivity levels were strongly corrected.
Prom the individual's point of view the earning as such is of course
the criterion of better opportunities and possible rise in level of

living regardless of the productivity effect of the job performed.

When calculating the productivity/income effects of education the
actual rate of employment must be estimated (based on manpower plans)
and underemployment must be included in the analysis.

(2)

Consumption benefits from education (the pleasure during and after
education) is hard to measure and therefore often excluded.

(3)

Social educational benefits include:- greater flexibility in a changing
society due to education (greater security);
Higher status and, perhaps,

:

more "wanted" type of jobs;

Lower birthrates are often associated with education as well as

improved health (due to better hygieoa).

(4)

Indirect benefits
Other persona earn more due to the education of some, e.g.

employers subordinates, families (mothers can go out to work when
the children are in school);
Less social cost for the public in the field of police pro

tection, social welfare, etc.
industrialized societies).
(5)

(mainly relevant in urban itrea* in

Institution building effects

Development of an institutional structure adopting and for
warding attitudinal changes with positive effects on the development
process;

The maturity and quality of the teaching institutions can be

measured (e.g. by assessing the quality of the inputs).
(6)

Political benefits
The importance of a literate electorate;

a

national culture and in many cases a common language;

Modernized outlook both as regards those' educated and their
relatives (e.g. Rtrents and Friends.)
(7)

Distributional benefits

Education can bring about equality in opportunities and the dis
tributional benefits of providing education to those under the poverty
line are an extremely important policy measure to decrease the gap
between poor and rich.
It should, however, be recognized that the

place of residence after completed school rather than the location of the
school is most important.
A theoretical elementary education in a * '
rural settino may Just- increase the unwanted urbanization and thus un-

■--■D.

ecplcya*nt ia the cities and be of no or neSative effaot for the camrounities "where the school was located,

Structuring the goal elements
The goal hierarchy:

We have now reached the stage in the goal analysis where the relevant

policies have been transformed into goal elements which are as operational as
possible. The next step is to relate these goal elements to various policy
levels, that is to say identify how ends and means are related to each other.
This can be done by constructing a goal hierarchy.

A goal hierarchy - or a means and ends chain as it is also called - can
have any number of levels and is characterized by the fact that ends on one
level become means on another.

(See the Figure on the next page)

Figure 4*

Goal elements and means

LEVEL X
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Means

LEVEL X + 1

Goal
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Goal

H
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For practical purposes we will use a four level model*

These four levels

are usually sufficient when analysing a public programme and can be referred
to as main goals,

sub-goals,

production targets and activities.
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The goal hierarchy can then h« pf<j«ented *« follows I
Figure 5:

Goal Hierarchy

Sub - Goal

Prod. Target (Phya»

Prod. Target 2

(Pars. Results)

Prod. Target 3

Inst. Results)

ACTIVITIES
COSTS

In constructing such a goal hierarchy both the "top-down" and "bottom-up"
approach must be used depending on the extent to which the alternatives are a
oriori Piven. Again it is worth under-lining the fact that the evaluate* has
to~tr7 to structure various eoal elements into a goal hierarchy should not
reduce - but stimulate - the policy - makers to do the same before, the policy
statements are formulated. This would be a most effective way of directly

^proving the consistency and clarity of aln ost all policy statements and stop
the present presentation of isolated policy elements on various levels.
E.

Analysis of linda^es between goals on different levels

The logic of the goal hierarchy, which implies that the various goal

elements are "sorted in" on the appropriate levels, must be integrated with
an analysis as regards the linkages between the different levels.

This is

usually called an *nds and means or a means and ends teat depending on whether
the "top - down" or "bottom - up" approach is used.

One way tj understand and flevcrib^ these linkages it> to look upon the
various goal levels a^ 3ep~*'actJ feubayatemtt *jiJBJ._lwn try to Bee now tnoae

systems aro linked to each other,

post tnean3 and emU tact,

Assume "that"we are to carry out an ex -

i'ho starcine p'jint would be xnput system specifying

what inputs (in terms of e.g. money, manpower, goods and services) actually

had been provided. The linkage betnecn the inputs system and the project
system *a reveal:1. U»^ou£o .^-.etdoRw tucW agj ^u, the money used in
accordance to the plane? Could the manpower resources be utilized? To what
extent were the goods and sorrices provided iiiccseasfully absorbed by the

project system?

What inputs vere minsing (lack of linkages)?

The project

system then transforms these inputs via various activities to outputs.
The linkage between activities and certain production results is of course

of nxtrooo

importance and is usually a problem to be studied by a subject

matter specialist*

To consider only production and productivity has in many cases simply

implied that the wrong outputs have been produced more effectively (improved

teacher training for the wrong f-ypes of teachers, increased production of products

without a market, etc.).
In other instances isolated productivity analysis
have stimulated the decision-makers to try to maxinate a certain type of pro

duction without relating it to other related project systems and higher ends.
A positive effect of stressing the relationship* between means and ends is also
that the subject matter specialists have to relate their knowledge and recomm
endations to a wider and more dynamic context instead of limiting their

views, e.g. the project system.

If this-type of communication is improved the

risk of the "white elephant" projects is reduced and every subject matter

specialist has to come out of i:\fl professional jargon in order to relate his
job to the others1 in order to achieve a common end.

F«

Analysis of conflicts between ^oala on the oame level

"The government of any society may be viewed as composed of many competing

individual with conflicting rjoala" l/<

The last part of the goal analysis will

focus on the understanding and formulation, of these conflicting goals. The whole
process of resource allocation can of course be considered in terms of various
goal conflicts as more resources to ono prog. ;;:wj results in less for another.

the more limited scope of this analysis is to discuas some possibilities
and constraints in order to determine relevant trade - off between e.g. stated
production targets or <*ub - goaia in order to create a base for the further
analysis of the resource allocation problem.

alternative to the present trend to neglect

This is to be considered an

goal conflicts at the policy level

and only consider one goal at a time*

In terms of political alogana the goals for education, health and improved
communications nay th .1 be formulated separately in very general terms. Ex
pressions such as integrated, unified, or balanced approaches may however give
the public an impression of a consistent whole. For the programme analysis'
point of view -raich goals resemble more of a wishing list than a base for any
allocation decisions.

1/

choice's"*

.1, Alessi, "Implications of Property Rights for Government Investment

The American Economic Review, March 1969*
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What is for example the meaning of "balanced regional development in

the field of educational facilities".

Is it to be interpreted as ifthe

differences between rich and poor regions in a country Bh™" Reduced
(balance - equality) or remain unchanged on a hiGher level balanced -

present distributional pattern)?

A simple systems approach can also, when analysing relationships between
Poals on the same level, be preferred to a static expression of a single

K as it helps the policymaker and evaluator to understand the dynamics
of the various goals.

A major task for the evaluator is to identify ^^^f

the goafstructure and by making then, explicit h°P^ulV^^i tL^

ouaUtv of the goal either by stimulating policy-makers to reveal their p

SI

or by structuring the available goal information in a systematic way

Not until these steps in the goal analysis are carried out can the ident
ifications, enumeration and evaluation of relevant benefit expressions^ a
"*<-Wlar educational programme be focused and an ex - post evaluation fr^m society's point of view - be useful for policy - makers and managers.
VI.

Evaluating the internal and external efficiency of educational

A.

Internal efficiency

Earlier analysis has been made on the decisive Rotors for the i^nal
effectiveness of an education system. This section deals with evaluating the

efficiency of operations known as the internal efficiency. In this analysis
an examination Is made of the main aspects of internal operati°™ ^"^
the content and relevance of education programmes, the teaching methods, the

ouamv of the staff, the adequacy and utilization of space; the appropriatness,

£5 uZ of equipment) the effectiveness of management, and the interrelationship
with society and the world of work.

In evaluating the efficiency of operations certain key factors have shown
have a primary influence on the overall efficiency of an education sy^fw
than a detailed description,
(l)

The qualitative evaluation

This

refers to assessment of operations in terms of quality by evaluating

a number of key factors viz:

(a)

Level, content, quality and relevance of the education programmes.
- the format and content of the curricula and syllabuses;

- implementation of the courses

The teaching process, methods and

materials used and education activities;

■ - the examination scheme, content and conduct of

examinations.
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(b)

Students
Evaluation will

look att

— selection methods, entry qualifications to the eyatem especially at
second and third levels;
— sponsorship of education or methods of funding students education;

— Giidance,

counselling,

placement and follow up;

— student - staff and community relationship.

(c)

Staff and staffing development
Evaluating in respect of:
— Btaffing policy, salaries and conditions of service}
— selection recuritment and qualification of staff;

— size and quality of staff and staff turnover;
— size, quality and salaries of support staff;

— staff development plans, training (pre—service and in service).

(d)

Physical Resources
— Range, area,
— facilities,
— range,

■

and layout of accommodation for both students and staff;
services and maintenance;

relevance and adequacy of equipment in the system;

— use of equipment,

maintenance and repairs;

— replacement and updating of equipment;
— use,

(e)

replacement and storage of consumable materials;

Organization and Management
— Education/institutional development plans and objectives;
— organizational structure and responsibilities;
— management information system availabity and use;
— management styles and effectiveness

(f)

Interrelations with the community
— relevance of education to society;

— formal levels with productive life and services to society;
— community like environment

(Z)

The Quantitative Evaluation
Quantitive indicators of efficiency of operations include student flaw

rates and performance;

staff load provision and utilization of facilities and

resources and breakdown of education costs.

These are analysed as follows:

(a)

Student flow rates

The most useful measures of student flow rates arei

- admission rates (the proportion of applicants admitted ^^^^?^
at primary level, it refers to the proportion of school age pupila
admitted to grade one),

- drop-out rates i.e. those who fail to complete the course for one reason
or another|

- repetition rates - those who repeat a class or course instead of

proceeding to the next stage/grade or class as a proportion of the
previous year's enrolmentj

- pass rate (the number of students completing the course/grade

successfully as a proportion of the students enrolled in year of
examinations to produce passes.

(b)

Student performance (efficiency indexes

An overall indicator of internal efficiency in terms <j* f*™*^Perfor
mance is found by dividing the member of gradu*Woutput by the number of

students entering at the beginning of the course to yield a percentage.

If

?£ a£un? of re^tition is^ignificant, it ^^^f^^ZZ^T^

which indicates how much additional time over the planned tljae is required to
produce the needed output.

(c)

Staffing
Indicators includei

- the student - teacher ratio;
- the average cl«*»« size;

- the average teaching load of a teacher often expressed as the number
of contact hours per week.
(d)

Facility schedules and utilization of space
Evaluation indicators includei

■

- average area of work space, (area of classroom or laboratory divided

•:

,

by the normal working capacity;

- average area of support spaces (area of library, recreational facilities,

hostels, dining halls, etc.) and the like divided by the number of
students using each kind of area*

- space utilization (i.e. the actual student oooupwwy of total teaching
space an

(e)

a proportion of the total capacity of the teaching space;.

Costa

The most important cost measure is the unit cost per student or the cost
ner Praduate. Other analysis at cost do provide valuable inform*ti°V°r*_

c^pSlson or decision making e.g. - staff salaries as a proportion of total
cost.
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— coat per student per year for consumable materials;
— maintenance coat as a proportion of capital costs.

(3)

National Education System
This refers to the main methods of evaluating the major aspects of nat

ional education system so as to gain and understanding of the context within
which education operates as an instrument of national development.
The key factors in evaluating the national education system are:
— Policies,

planning and development;

— local, regional and central control as regards:
1
education porgrammes and activities
:
1

staffing and recruitment
physical reaourcea

j

managements organization.

t

B.

financial and sources of funding education) and

External Efficiency

'

*

So far the dieussion'has been confirmed to the internal operations of
an education system.
Attention will now focus on evaluating external efficiency
of education systems.

It is conceivable for an education system to be extremely efficient
internally i.e. making use of staff and physical resources and achieving a

high output - input ratio (of graduates to entrants) and yet turn out graduates
who are not wanted in the work world.

External efficiency therefore refers to

Hhow well the education system fulfills its stated purposes, aims, goals and

objectives'1.
It involves an assessment of costs of education in relation to
benefits education outcomes; Labour market and productivity indicators.

As regards cost, our interest is on the social opportunity cost of the
education system i.e. what will the nation or society have to give up to build

and operate the system.
Even from the point of view of an individual, we are
interested in opportunity cost what the individual has to give up to participate
in education.
The calculation of such social opportunity cost is not easy as
it is often blurmd by taxes on, say equipment; education subsidies, and foreign

exchange problems thereby not giving a true market price for a commodity or
a good.

As regards outcomes of education, these are often assessed at different

times and using different measuring instruments. Educational outcomes can be
measured at the end of a course or programme; and in the case of education

tests and examination are often used. However, the application'of skills,
knowledge and attitudes and their impact on development can be evaluated only

when one engages in productive anc1 income rendering activities or in national
Indeed the workplace, be it self or salaried workplace is the most
development.
promising source of information for assessing skills and development outcomes,

often therefore, wages/earnings can be used to measure benefit or productivity
of education.
Even this measure could be misleading.
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It is also possible to coaiporo costs with outcomes i.e. the social

benefits aocn^ to a nation or society in relation to the aaount of money

spent on educating such individuals.

This is no* becoming a arrious issue

for debate especially in the UCtt of current proposals for structural
adjustments in education. It ia not the purpose of this paper to open up

such a debate as to whether it is more benefioial to society to invest more
in promary or higher education.

It should be emphasized, however that formal cost-outcome analyses are
often supplemented by analyzing indicators of employability and productivity
and the labour market demands for the products of the educational system.
Graduates/outputs of one programme or from one level of the system may find
it very easy to be absorbed in the labour market or world of work| or nay
find it very easy to become self-employed. Others may be job - hunting for
months if not years and even when such a chance arises for finding a job, there
may be need for training so as to make themselves productive.

Often, the criticism levelled against education for failing to equip
students with the right knowledge, skills and attitudes is a worthwhile

indicator of the external efficiency of education. The industrial sector
may not be interested in employing school learners because they lack relevant
knowledge and skills i.e. that the education system is failing to provide the
necessary experiences.

In view of the foregoing, we may now summarize the indicators of internal
and external efficiency as followst

C.

Summary Assessment of Internal and External Efficiency

(a)

Internal efficiency

(l)

qualitative Indicators

(i)

Content and c^iality of courses

- Format and content of curricula and syllabuses;
- Quality of curricula and syllabuses;

- Review and revision of curricula and syllabuses;
- Teaching methods;
- Examinations and assessment

(ii)

Ripils/students
- Entry and selection;

- Counselling and career guidance;

- Staff/student relationships;
(iii)

Staffing and staff development
~ Staffing policies;

- Selection and qualifications;

- Staff development and training;

(lv)

Physical Ragout-cos

.

— Teaching facilities;
— Support fdollltlesf
— Utilization of space

j

— EVovision of equipment;
— Equipment utilization;
— Consumable materials

(v)

Organization and Management
— Objectives and plans;
— Organizational stuucture
— Information aystern;

— Management style and effectiveness

(yi)

Interrelations with Industry & Society
— Education and employment]
— Education and productive work;
— Formal links and services with industry and society;

— Industrial links of students and staff;
— Work and industrial environment.

(2)

Quantitative indicator*
— Average time required to produce a graduate divided by planned tune;
— Output - input ratioj
— Cost per student per year;

— Cost per graduate;

— Cost per student in training institutions devided by cost per student
in general high school*

(b)

External Efficiency (outcomes and costs)

(i)

Employers' opinions on eraployability of outputs
— Outputs of one programme preferred to other applicants;
— Same as other applicants;

— Outputs of one programme less qualified than other applicants

(li)

Teachers opinions of outputs
— Well prepared for work/job;
— Only adequately prepared for a job,
— Not well prepared for any job;

self or salaried jobj
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(iii)

Outputs' opinions on their ability to secure employment
- With any education it ia easy to pet a job!

- With my educational attainment it is not easy to get a job|
- With my education it is very difficult to get a job;
- Length of time taken to secure a job;

- No one interested in employing people of our educational attainment
etc*

(vi)

Assessing the expected outcomes of education

A seperate paper on this title appears as Dirt Two of this presentation.
Part Two examines what every learner should know and how such expected ^come»

of education should be assessed.

Reference should therefore be made to t*rt TVo

for a discussion of this matter*

(Vii)

Monitoring the Education System

In the introduction to this paper, a description of what monitoring ia,
was given. Here monitoring of education system comprises of the feedback and
adjustment phase of the systems approach to education.
Figure 6t
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system)
Monitoring is essential so as to provide education decision makers

with information to ensure that planned results are in faftt"being

id

Essentially the monitoring function in education or programme main
tenance involves the following stages:

(a)

Review of education aa developed and the reoulto of evaluation of
the education oyoten after the completion of the first, second or
third levels,

(b)

or following the

implementation of a programme)

Finalizing the atages for monitoring the system, setting up the tasks
of nonitoring and listing personnel for monitoring;

(c)

Engaging in the actual nonitoring involving six stages viz.
(i)
Noting of the various effects on students and teachers behaviours
of the systens elements (i.e. subject content, learning experiences
teaching methods, instructional facilities, teaching materials

and equipment, administrative/organizational structures etc).

(ii)

Noting of those course elements which can be maintained, continued
or discontinued;

(iii)

Indicating those course elements which require revision or
elimination;

(iv)

Observing of the various support personnel and services in relation
to the on—going school programmes;

(v)

Maintaining of information flow during the monitoring processj

(vi)

Assisting staff, both new and old in meeting the challenges of
the system in the light of the changing characteristics of the
system and curricula needs.

■:-.■■

A«

Monitoring therefore is the means by which educators check
for order and disorder within the system.
It involves intervening
where appropriate, making adjustment where necessary to influence the
nature and degree of student learning and initiating actions to
ensure the implementation of the required changes.

Paste tfonitoring Assumptions

(1)

Monitoring of an education system is effective provided there is a
follow—through i.e. that there is a continuous watching of the system

its programmes and activities to ensure that the aims, goals and obj
ectives of the system/programme are not lost sight of.

(2)

Monitoring relates to feedback control, the generation of information
and using it to make currection judged necessary at a particular time;

(3)

Educators involved in monitoring should have a detailed understanding
of the total education system, the education process and their roles
in monitoring the system;
.

(4)

. *

A final assumption basic to monitoring is that various programme
elements of a system can be identified and the means can be generated to
assess their effectiveness.
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B.

Elements to Monitor

The elements of an education system which should be monitored aret-

(a)

Aims goals,,objectives anrl policies of the education system.
policies, objectives eta, clearly stated and evaluated?

Are

Howeffe

are they in the fulfilment of the education function;

(b)

Subject content; Is there adequate coverage of the subject content
in each programme; balance and depth of content; and a reflection of
the needs of the individual and society;

(c)

Learning experiences and instructional methods - i.e. the suitability

of learning experience and instructional methods and whether they are in
time with programme goals and objectives;

(d)

School environment as regards instructional and recreational facilities,
equipment and materials, service facilities, health services books,
textbooks etc.;

(e)

Educational staff - both teachers and support staff their training
conditions of servicej their professionalism etc;

(f)

School organization educational space is monitored to ensure optional
classroom utilization; third maintenance of educational facilities,
equipment, classroom control and discriptive in school*; supply and
distribution of school naturails, textbooks, equipment etc.

(g)

Performance/achievement - it is important t« monitor progress and

achievement of learners.

Hence information about examination and

student achievement should be fedback to the schools so that necessary
adjestment can be made.

(h)

School's community to continue to monitor how the school and the

community continue to view the activities pf the scho«l, its pro/$rammesf

and the impact of graduates for the community.

(i)

School Budgets and Funds in relation to the output - imput ratio and
the social benefits of the education system to society and the
individual; the unit costs and the sources of funding.

C.

Monitoring Methods

The key words of monitoring are self-correcting and finft tunings

When

monitoring facilitates this, it means that the system or programme can be

maintained, though not in its original form.
To maintain or monitor a system
an individual/individuals should have the responsibility for the various
monitoring tasks and to ensure that findings are evaluated against the pro

grammes' total maivi*TtiiAlizr4±rmsm>'l its management plan.

Thus *ne could use

the following methods to monitor various elements of an education system.
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Table 7*

Elements of Education System and their Monitoring Methods

Monitoring Utthod

System's Element

1*0

Content/subjects
available for students

Checking to see that teachers guides are
available

Getting reports from teachers as to topics
intended to be covered;
Using case reports to obtain data on
content evailable;

1*1

Content covered

Analysis of teachers lesson plans, schemes
and records of work;
Surveys,

tests, examination reports,

questionnaires etc,

Casual reports/observations

Analysis of students work/assignments;
examination of students notebooks*

2*0

Curriculum
Experiences

Classroom observation,

formal and informal

classroom observation schedules;

Student interviews, discussions with
teachers;

Parents, community and employment survey's
2.1

Observed students
levels of learning

Anecdatal records, case studies,

tests

(standardized, teacher made, non-re ferencal,

criterion referenced etc.)
Needs analyses

2.2

Student achievement/
Performance

Evaluation and examination reports
Analysis of examination reports;

Discussions with teachers, parents,

em

ployers and students themselves on per

formance &/achievement of students

School reports,

teachers test analysis

and reviews

3.0

Student attitudes

Reports from teachers,

headmasters

Attitude inventaries;- cla-ss debriefing sessions;
reports from guidance and counselling officers;

Report from the community and from employers
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Monitoring Method

System1s Element

4.0

School environments

Reports on purchases and distibution of
school supplies and equipment;

Audit reports of schoold materials and
equipment

Discussions with staff,

students and lay

groupsf

Environment observations

Maintenance reports of facilities

5.0

Educational staff funct
ioning

Informal charts with the staff (academic
and non — academic)
Staff sharing meetings, duties and res
ponsibilities ;

Attitude inventories,

Classroom observation schedules (formal or
informal),
Interpersonal communications

Formal channels of communication

6.0

Follow-up reports on

outputs/graduates

Questionnaires and interviews with school
leavers and graduates

Reports from employers and graduates them
selves;

Period reports from those who left school;

Community's reactions to graduates/school
leavers.

7.0

Administratinn and school
organization

Channel of communications flow patterns
analysis,

observations;

Discussions with teachers,

students,

educators and parents,

Annual reports and reviews;

Policy seminars, meetings discussion;
Inspectors and supervisors reports,
Administrative reports.

System's Element

8*0

School's community

Monitoring Mathod
— Questionnaires, newspaper articlesjdial
ogue in the parents,

school boards students

and staff;

— Radio/television reports
— Parents interviews
— Opinionnaires

— Formal studies as to parents attitudes to
the school and to education received.
9.0

Education Budget and
Finance

Annual and monthly financial reports
dealing with allocations and expenditures
and unanticipated costs;

Reports to Ministry of Finance and Public

Accounts committee;

Financial reviews and public expenditure
reports.

D»

Monitoring EVinciplea

For a system to be successful, it is esstntail that it should be constantly
monitored. However such monitoring ought to be done within a context of principles
viz:

(a)

Persons engaged in monitoring should understand the total education

process which has occured and the place of the maintenance function
with the overall education process;

(b)

Prom the administrative function of /.inon,T- education, there ia need to estab
lish a firm co-operation network amont 3.11 staff concerned with education
in teachers, administrators, supervis-sro, inspectors, education planners,

curriculum specialists, examiners, support staff etc;

(c)

The communication network needs to identify data to be communicated
in terms of behaviours (students1 and teachers1) and performances
(ongoing and final).

(d)

Established communication network ought to allow for the quick defection

(e)

A monitoring process needs to be observed so as to determine what pro

of the system's deficiencies and the rapid relaly
the appropriate parties concerned.

of such information to

cedures should be continued and what means should be adjusted/regulated.
Thus, there is a fine tuning built into the monitoring system. -

*
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(f )

The procedures utilized in monitoring an education programme should
be in harmony with the overall ^uuctUxon philosophy as determined
during the conceptualization

E.

of the programme.

Mjnltqrinrj — A Summary

In the foregoing papes, it has been emphasized that monitoring supplies
data for two major decisions — either to maintain the programme or to initiate
some adjustment*
This analysis may be summarized into a mission profile
identifying major evelts and functions to be performed.
Figure 8t
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PART TW3

Angoaolng Kxpootod outoomo.n ol' Ifiduoiitioni

Hint ovory otudunt should know and

how to onoonn it

I,

Introduction

Tho concept of "education" liko that of "froodom" is ohroudod with oomploxitios
and difficulties. To somo it is not easily defined booauso of what it connotes;
and to othors, while education is intimately bound to the culturo of tho community

it sorvos, what oducation has in common with dovolopmont aftor taking thoso cultural
difforonoos into account is "teaching" and "loarning". Thus to "oducato" moans
Qtymologically "to oduco or draw out of a porson something potontial and latent;
it moons to dovolep a porson morally or montally so that ho is oonsitivo to
individual and social choioos and able to act on thorn; it moans to fit him for a
oalling by systematic instruction; it moann to train, to disciplino or form
abilitios.
Tho act or procoss of achieving ona^or moro of thoso objectives is as

a first approximation, what education is about.-' Viowod in this way, thoroforo,

education is a procoss which changes the loarnor's bohaviour in that oach programmo,
courso or unit of education aims at bringing about some significant changos in tho
studonts.

Basically, students who undergo nn educational proooss should bo different
at tho ond of a programme from thoso who havo not had that programme Admittedly,
thore f\ro ohangos that arino out of maturation, ohnngos arising out of growth,
and othors out of variod oxpurionoua from tho family, tho environment and tho
sohool. In this papor, howovor, our conoorn ia with ohangos produood by oduoation
and in tho last analysis dotorminod by school, its curriqulum .and itB instruction.
Tho problem of instruction and its direct outoomos are of conoorn to many of us
boeauso what childron loam in school dorivos from tho naturo of thoir oxporionoo
in tho school sotting in whioh tho toachor net only imparts but facilitates tho
studonts1 acquisition of oymbolio ckillB, knowlodgo, information and national
tradition.
Further, our concorn is not just tho traditional symbolic outcomes,
but normative outcomos that emorgo through pupils uxporionco in coping with tho
sequencos of situations whoso character is defined by tho structural properties
of school's* Thoso outcomos aro formulated not in terms of tho oxplioit goals of
the schools poculiar rolovonce to family lifo, tho community and socioty, but
to tho occupational and political worlds,

Thoro is no doubt that schooling forma an important linkago botwoon tho
family lifo of childron and tho public life of adults; it providos oxporionoos
oonduoivo to loarnin# tho prinoiplon of oonduot and patterns of bohaviour
appropriate to adulthood; and that it contributes to tho acquisition of knowlodgo

UNESCO, International Standard Classification of Education (Abridged Edition)
Paris, July 1975 P-2
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and skills through instruction.

But these developmental changes produced "by the
school constitute only part of the components of the total outcomes of one's life.
What is more important is that although education from school can produce significant
changes in students,

not all loarncrs will change in exactly the same way and to

the Bame level or degree because not all teachers, curricula and sciiools vri.ll be
equally effective in changing their students or will do so in the same way or manner
It is therefore not possible within the title and
and to the same level or decree.
scope of this paper that cvory student will know what is expected of him to know.
This paper will thus
examine what is educationally possible and desirable and how
boat

those educational objectives can be evaluated.

II.

Fosaible and Desirable Objectives

Given that the primary role of
it is important that someone has to
arc desirable
This is not an easy
desirable educational objectives or

education is to produce changes in learners,
decide on what changes are possible and what
matter on deciding what are possible and

outcomes because such a decision is not tho
prerogative of one group or party of people.
It involves teachers, students thomsolvos, parents,

politicians,

curriculum planners, textbook and syllabi writers,
There is no doubt that both tho schpol,
tho family and the community provide different experiences for children and students
tho community and the employment world.

and sinco experiences arc an intermediate step which must bo present if people arc
to learn from them, schooling therefore docs bring about additions to tho psycholo
gical repertoire of learning.
It docs not replace the prior learning obtained in
tho family or community.
Tho impact of schooling is one of accrotion rather than displa
cement in as far as individuals remain members of some family unit or community
during their whole life:
they have always to act in a way that sustains tho
relationship, and provide moans for sustenance and omployability.
The cpiestion that may be asked is:

what are the educational objectives that

should, be pursued and are they possible of attainment?
Certainly the two handbooks
of the "Taxonomy of Educational Objectives: Cognitive Domain and Affective Domain"
do indicate some of the broad classifications of/educational objectives which are
possible of educational attainment by students.—'

However,

an educational objective

which is possible of attainment by some students is not necessarily possible to all

for attainment because of the various factors such as age and level of the learner,
the type of previous learning, the level of ability, attitude and interest of the
learner, family background, the environment, the teachers, the school setting,
facilities available and a whole sot of other factors.

To a greater extent it is

l/ Bloom B», Hastnigs T.J. and Madaus G.: Handbook on Formative and Summatiye
Evaluation of Student Learning McGraw-Hill Book Company, New York (1971) p-10
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for the teacher to decide which objectives are possible of attainment and in this
respect it is up to the teacher to influence the attainment of such objectives based
on his'teaohing style, his ability, experience and personality. It is worthof note
that on the whole the teacher does not represent the major factor nor is he the main
factor in determining the objectives which are possible of attainment by students.
On the other hand, an objective which is desirable for particular students is
in part dependent on their present characteristics and their goals and aspirations
for the future. If it were possible to look into, and road, the seed of time so as
to decipher a person's future life, there would be no problem in setting desirable
educational objectives for evory student. Wo would bo in a position to emphatically
say that ovory student should know this and/or that at the end of each programme,
course, or unit, every student should demonstrate theso or those outcomes. Life
would bo much easier. But since it is not possible to look into a person's future
life, we oan only set objectives which arc likoly to give the maximum flexibility
in making a great variety of possible life decisions. It can bo argued t'.^at what
is ddsirablo for the student may coincide with the greatest range of possibilities
available to him in the light of his ability, previous achievement, and personality.
Educational objectives must therefore be solectod with maximum range of possible
developments to cater for an individual'sclf-fulfilment.for income generating
activities and for the pursuance of ideals and service to society.

What is learnt in school is many things to many people and to try to answer
this question is but to give a hypothetical answer which considers the outcomes

related to the experiences of pupils and tied to their participation in a social
setting. Traditionally therefore, our approach to educational process is concerned
with tho explicit goals of schools as expressed in curriculum content, that is: the

cognitive knowledge and skills involved in reading, arithmetic, and the like;
subject matter content, national tradition, how to think, vocational skills, citizen
ship, self confidence, tolerance, patriotism, co-oporation and benevolent attitudes.
All those cannot be learnt from school instruction only, because both schools and
families instruct children in areas of cognitive development. Some children learn

to road and count before coming to school in so far as instruction can bo had from
mass modia, travel, museums, libram.es, and personal contacts. In fact, "the groatesi
teacher of thorn all is tho street.-'
What is learnt in school is that students learn to acknowledge that there aro

tasks they must do alone and do them in that way: they must act by thcmeolvos, accept
personal responsibility for thoir conduct, and bo accountable for its consequence.

They havo to perform tasks actively and master tho environment according to certain
standards of excellence, and they must acknowledge the rights of others to treat them
as members of society on the basis of societal norms.

In a school sotting studonts

1/ Brown Claude - Man-Child in the Promised Land Macmillan, New York (19^5) P»43
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must work independently in so far as assignments given warrant

personal attention

and no holp from othors, because in the last analysis it is individual assessment of
what a porson has learnt in school that counts.
Honco tho rigid administration of
tosts and examinations to rnako suro that an individual's output is produced and not
an output with others1 holp or through cheating.
Tho contribution of school to the
outcomes of students is that of adapting tho learning potential of tho pupil to the
various skills and knowlodgc which a pupil must acquire for a productivo adult life
and employability.
The capacity to hold a job or to earn a living involvos not ju3t
adequate physical capacity but also appropriate intolloctual and psychological skills
to cope with tho demands of the work-world.

And yet by assigning all pupils/students in a school or a class tho same or
similar tasks to bo performed,
confront tho

teachers p.nd educators arc in effect making thorn

same set of demands or at loast bo subjected to same or similar experiences.

Secondly, parity of ago creates in students a condition of homogeneity according to
their developmental stage.
Therefore although students may be given similar tasks
the outcomes arising out of those tasks will not be tho same.

Thirdly through yoarly

promotion based on stringent examinations (especially in Africa) from one grade to
another,

students cross the boundaries separating one ago category or one ability
In the final analysis, what matters is what the student docs
and loams and not what the toachor docs.
Wo should never forgot that students will
always have different experiences even if the external conditions in which they oporato
appear to be tho same.
group from another.

As Tyler pointed out

some years ago,

the problem of selecting learning experiences

is one of determining tho kinds of experiences likely to produce given educational
objectives and how to set up situations which will .eyoko or provide within tho
students the kinds of learning experiences desired.—'
objectives must be

expcrcnccs.
do;

'

.

Tyler wont on to argue that

stated in such a way as to be helpful in selecting learning

Objectives can be stated as. things which an instructor/teacher should

or stated in listing topics,

be dealt within tho courses;

concepts, generalizations or other elements that can.

they ccm be stated in tho form of generalized patterns

of behaviours;- or expressed in forms which identify both tho kind of behaviour to
be developed in/the

student and the content or area of life in which this behaviour

is to operate.—' In whatever manner the objectives arc stated, whether they are

possible or desirable objectives,

it is important to select learning experiences that

will effectively contribute to the attainment of such objectives.

We can therefore

select learning experiences that will help students develop skills in thinking;

acquiring information;

in

and in developing social attitudes and interests.

\J Tyler, Ralph W. — Basic Principles of Curriculummand Instruction, University of
Chicago Press, London Second British Impression 1973 P«65
2/ Tyler, Ralph W. op.cit. p.43
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It is the responsibility of teachers/instructors to make various decisions

regarding effective experiences conducive to helping students change their behaviours
in the desired ways.
However, it is the role of evaluation to provide appropriate
evidenoe to help both the teachers and learners attain the desired goals of instruction
and the objectives of education. This then brings us to the central issue of assessment
and evaluation of expected outcomes of education.

III. Assessment of Expected outcomes of Education

If we accept the fact that one of the purposes of education is to impart specific
knowledge, attitudes and skills, thon the purpose around which educational systems
should be designed is instructional and that knowing is the purpose around which tho
educational system should grow.
Therefore the inter—action between tho learnor and
tho environment through which tho learner is making progress towards tho attainment
of specific knowledge, attitudes and skills is viewed as instruction.
An instructional
system can bo assessed by tho degree to which it providos an effective system for tho
learner, that is, the contribution made to the attainment of desired performance.

The development of such an instructional system (i.e. system for loarning) is a

decision making operation as to what should be learned, how and by whom, whon and
whero, what resources should bo involved in preparing and providing for loarning;
and how learning should bo evaluated and improved.
It is this last aspect that is
our concern in this section of the papor to which we will devote our attention by

asking tho following basic questions s

(a)

(a)

What ie assessment ?

(b)

What do we.assess ?

(c)

Why do we assess and

(d)

How do we assess ?

•

What ie Assessment

Etymologically, the "word 'assess1 moans 'to sit boaide' or Ho assist the judge."
It therefore seems appropriate in evaluation studios to limit the term assessment
to the process of gathering the data and fashioning them into^an intorprotable form;
judgements can then be made on the basis of this assessment.—' In this way assessment
is often used interchangeably with evaluation and measurement, but whon used precisely,
it has a narrower meaning than ovaluation and broader meaning than measurement.

l/ Anderson Scarvia B.j Ball Samuel; Murphy Richard T. and Associates: Encyclopedia

of Educational Evaluation, Jossey-Bass Publishers San Francisco (1975) P»27
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However whether it is used broadly or precisely, assessment is multitrait and multimothod that is, it focuses on a numbor of variables judged to bo important and
utilizes a number of techniques to assay thorn, such as tests, questionnaires,

interviews, ratings, unobstrusivo measures etc. It omploys a multi-source techniques
of collecting data on tho same variable using trainers, toachors, instructors and
oourso records, and uses a raulti-judge approach of ratings of tho same student
performance obtained from several assessors and then judgomont pooled togothor.
Whether we aro concornod with tho outcomes of education or those of a programme

or project, assessment precedes tho final decision stage in evaluation, e.g. the
decision to continue, modify or terminate an educational programme or course. In fact,
assessment is not entirely divorced from decision making because tho entire assessment

must bo plannod in tho light of possible and plausiblo alternative decisions, Howevor,

in designing a good assossmont programmo, it is important to identify tho range of
relevant behaviours and characteristics to bo moasuredj and then secondly to select
or design reliable techniques for measuring these behaviours.

This brings us to

the quostion of what is to be asscssod.
(b)

What do we assess

Since evaluation is essentially the process of measuring to what extent
educational objectives have been achieved it is necessary to appraise tho extent and
degree to which those changes have taken place. Such an appraisal should not be .done

once only but at least twice.
Secondly evaluation involves getting evidence about
behaviour changes in students so that any valid evidence about behaviours which are
considered as educational objectives provides an appropriate method of evaluation.
Tho question however is: whether we should assess or evaluate in terms of objectives,
or evaluate the objectives themselves?

It is possible to evaluate tho expected outcomes of education by direct reference
to the objectives - human, social, pedagogical, cultural, economic, political etc.
which tho oducational system as a whole, or its various sub-systems considered

separately, propose to attain.

This approach can bo used to ovaluato educational

programmes or courses.
It does assume that ono can clearly identify the objectives
of the educational system but which are u-jually implicit or couched in very general
terms. At the same time it assumes that one can establish indicators or indices
be they social or economic, whenever ono needs to assess how the objectives laid
down have been or arc in the process of being attained.

This concept of evaluation, however, appears too limited and therefore an
assessment of tho value of educational policy must certainly extend to tho objectives
themselves i.e.we n©od to ;assoss the extent to which the objectives themselves have
been achieved. In this connection therefore we need to assoss educational policies,
educational programmes, and the internal effectiveness of the educational syBtem
of a given country.

(i)

Assessment of Educational Policies

Assessment of educational policies involves establishing tho coherency between,
on tho one hand, the objectives of tho educational system, the moans devoted to thorn
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and tho results gained from them; and on tho other, the main economic and social
objectives of a development plan.
Looked at this way we can talk of assessment
criteria which embrace the means devoted to education and assessed with reference to
national resources as a whole; and also the results obtained in tho cultural, human,
sooial,

economic etc,

fiolds.

In the assessing of educational policies, the four basic concepts of evaluation
should nover be lost sight of viz:
- Planned significance

Planned fulfilment of main goals
Estimated total costs

- Planned productivity

Planned production targets
Estimated direct costs

- Real productivity

Real production

- Real significance

Real fulfilment of main/sub-goals

Real direct costs

Real total costs

The point at issue here is that in taking cognizance of these concepts, assessme

should make it possible for us to measure the gap between the planned significance
ana planned productivity on the one hand, and the real productivity and real signi

ficance on the other. This also makes it possible to examine the objectives of
education and see whether the policy followed is feasible and capable of fulfilment
At the same time we can test the major disquilibria and effectiveness of a policy by
reference to its results. In practical terms, if a country's policy is to give
primary education to as many children as.possible, given that education is neither
compulsory nor free, we can assess the effectiveness of such a policy by looking^at
the actual number of pupils who complete the primary course and compare it with the
planned output.

- It is necessary, however to assess the coherence of the objectives cf education
in relation to the social and economic objectives of a given country i.e. in rolatior
to the indicators of economic and social coherence. The point is that to assess our
educational policy, account should be taken of the social and economic factors that

have bearings on tho outcomes of education.

For instance, an index of economic

coherence is to be found in tho adjustment of the output of tho educational system
to the manpower needs of tho country or to the omployability of such output. In tern
of social coherence, there is need to assess the fulfilment of educational policy in
respect of regional distribution of educational opportunities and facilities and the
need for regional distribution of educational facilities in relation to population
density.
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Further, to the question of "what do wo assess?" wo find that evaluation studies
produce comparative rosults in torms of specified student outcomos rather than
assessing the outcome of each school. There is always tho tondoncy of comparing
students in boarding schools doing bettor than thoso in day schools; and tho urban
students doing better than rural students without actually taking into account tho
difference in costs. Certainly in the assessment of oducational policios, it is worth
asking whether greater benefit can bo obtained at loss tho cost; i.o. whether wo can
attain our oducational objectives at loss tho cost.

(ii)

Assessment of tho internal effectiveness of educational system

Another important aspoct of what to assess is in respect of tho various factors

operating in an oducational system. First, if assessment is to be undertaken with
any hopes of success, the oducational objectives should bo concrete, pertinent,
feasible consistent and quantifiable. But since thero aro a number of factors
influencing internal effectiveness of an education system k. it is preferable to
concentrate on tho oducational content rather than on non-educative aspects-. Attention
should be focused on the dicisivc factors in internal effectiveness such as: pupils
themselves; toachers and other staff; curriculum; tho administration; tho premises;
and parents and other clients. Basically, what happens to tho pupils is in ossenco,
what happons to tho education system itself i.o. the change of behaviours exhibitod
by tho product of tho system is in fact tho manifestation of tho educational system's
external and internal offoctivonosst because effectiveness of a system moans attaining

tho objectives previously proclaimed.

However, whilo it is relatively easy to measure

the aspects relevant to tho internal effectiveness, it is not that easy to measuro
external effectiveness especially when account is taken of the fact that oducational
objectives must go beyond the too narrow approach of the familiar oquation of

"education equals employment." Therefore what we. assess must certainly go beyond
tho expected outcomes and stated educational objectives. This then brings us to
tho question of why wo asaess.

(c)

The Need for Assessment

Much as we may formulate clear oducational objectives, and select and organize
learning experiences, the actual teaching involves a number of varialbes such as the
students themselves, environmental conditions, the teacher's personality and his
teaching stylo and tho school facilities - all of which have direct influence on tho

learning outcomes.

There is no way in which wo can be sure that the expected outcomes

will bo. fulfilled unless we institute within the educational process mechanisms to
guide teachers and their teaching towards their desired goals.
To make sure that
tho desired outcomes arc attained, there is need to develop evaluation techniques
so as to find out how far tho learning experience as selected and organized arc
actually producing the dosircd rosults.

We arc interested in evaluation as an attempt to describe, appraise and in fact
influence the changes which take place rather than to analyse all the processes
which bring about that change.
In this way the primary role of evaluation in education
is to describe and influence change because evaluation is then considered as the
systematic collection of evidence to determine whether in fact certain changes have
taken place in the learners as well as to determine the extent or degree to which

Jthese changes have occured in individual students.

At the same time, evaluation can
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be viowod aa ono of tho major factors influencing decisions about oducation or training
programmes. To this offoct, therefore, wo can identity four typos of ovaluation for
four major typos of decisions in oducation viz :

(1)

Context Evaluation;

In tho planning of on-going educational programmos

and activities, context evaluation which is diagnostic in nature, helps to discover

any discrepancies between programmo goals and objectives and tho actual impact of
oducational programmos and then to allow for planning dooisions to match .tho-intnndad
and actual outcomes.

(2)

Input Evaluation:

Since wo arc concerned with making educational programme

goals operational which have been identified and clarified by context evaluation,
thero ie noed to assess the optimal utilization of resources in relation to the results,
Input ovaluation helps us reach such decisions and some of the important issues which
demand our concern are: tho feasibility of accomplishing the goals and expected
outcomes; tho availability of strategies for accomplishing such goals and objectives;
the potential costs of the various strategics employed to attain the goals and objoctiv<
including tho advantages and disadvantages of such strategics and tho probabilities

of success based on past oxpcriorico| the optimal utilization of staff and other
resources (financial or material) including tho utilization of external rosourocs be

they for teaching or the administration of various assossment or ovaluation techniques.
(3) process Evaluation:
Evaluation and assossment should provide a foodback
to tho managers, administrators and educators of an oducational programme. The focus
of such ovaluation should include the assessment of interpersonal relationships,
teaching logistics, and the adequacy of staff performance and facilities.. Process
evaluation which in this case is synonymous with formative ovaluation, is used to
make decisions during tho course of the programme.

(4)
product Evaluation:
In assessing the extent to which tho anticipated
outcomes have boon achieved wo ore engaged in product ovaluation or summativo
evaluation. The need for this evaluation is to decide whether to continue or to
terminate on oducational programme based on the results of our findings. If the gap
between the anticipated goals or outcomes and the actual outcomes is too great, we
shall bo forced tc adjust and make necessary changes to the programme; and if it is
too small, we are encouraged to pursue the objectives as planned.
Generally, whatever evaluation process we may be engaged in, tho primary purpose
of assessment is to provide information for decisions about the programme under
appraisal and that the evaluation results obtained should be useful not only for
improving a programme but for deciding whether to terminate or continue with it. This
however presupposes that the process of obtaining evaluation information does meet
the appropriate criteria of objectivity,
reliability, validity, utility, practicabi
lity and ethical responsibility.
Those criteria arc important considering that
evaluation is a human judgemental process which is usually applied to tho results of
programme examinations and through feedback,we can adjust our objectives.

f
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On the other hand, evaluation may be looked at as tho final class of the cognitive
variables as presented by Bloom in the Taxonomy of Educational objectives.
It thus

involves a combination of all the five behaviours - of knowledge, comprehension,

application, analysis and synthesis.

Evaluation then becomes making judgments about

-

ideas, works,

and standards.
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solutions, methods, materials etc. on the basis of established critoria

Our problem however, is that once the nood for assessment has boon

rocognizod, tho question ia how to set about it.

In sotting about assossmont wo can distinguish difforont forms and different
moments.
The different levels of assessment may be at an overall, or at an operational
levels,
Tho overall level involves the gonoral diagnosis of tho systom i.e. it
involves an analysis of the educational policy so that we are able to judge the choice
of priorities and tho general results obtained.
At tho operational lovol assessment
is concerned with the fulfilment of tho objectives of a programme or project.
Different forms of assessment involve drawing a distinction between tho internal
and external
offcctivcnoss of oducational systems.
Tho former, measures performance
in the light of tho systom itself i.e. success in the final examinations is tho primary
element of intornal offoctivonoss, although other elements such as costs in relation

to results and teacher's performance ought to be taken into account too. On tho other
hand, when we ask "what is tho good of the school?" we are assessing the external
effectiveness of the system taken from difforcnt points of view - economic, social
or culturalTho focus of external effectiveness is on the quality of the output
of the oducational systems in tho light of tho needs and hopes of tho society and of
individuals themsolves.
Wo nood to ask whether the valuo added to the individual by
the system raeet3 tho expectations of society and individuals and whether it loads to '
progress in the direction of socio-economic and cultural development.
Different levels and forms, however, should bo associated with different moments
at which assessment can bo made, although it should bo emphasized that assessment
.
should bo a continuous process taking duo cognizance of the resources needed.. Yet

in assessing expected outcomes of education, we arc not just concerned with testing
students for recognition and recall of facts,
especially if the programme objectives
include more than that, but we arc also assessing other outcomes than mere recall of
facts.
Thus in the final analysis, summativc evaluation instruments offer not just
operational definition of the matrix of content but also behavicurial outcomes of
students.
To select an appropriate evaluation instrument, however, entails defining
something about what the student should learn and to give detailed operational

definition of a sample of the problems, questions, tasks, situations etc. to which
the student should be able to respond in an appropriate manner.
We therefore turn
to the question of how to get the response from the student i.e.

how do we assess

expected outcomes.

(d)

How do wo Assess expected outcomes

In education the. process of assessment of outcomes starts with the objectives

of oducational programmes. Tho main purpose of evaluation is to dotermino how far
the objectives so far set have actually been realized and to this end it is necessary
to have assessment procedures that give cvidoncc of the kind of behaviour implied
by each of tho major educational objectives.
But since objectives may bo classified
according to their cognitive, effective and psychomotor content, assessment procedures
should bo devised in such a way as to sample and test the anticipated behaviour at
an appropriate level.

' f
$
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If, then, an educational programme seeks to improve the technical writing skills
of students, then the assessment criteria should require the student to demonstrate
their proficiency through actual writing of either prose or verse. But it is not
easy to measure suoh outcomos because in life, people, society, job requirements and

learning environments change and thorefore few assessment procedures havo lasting
and undiminishing value. But whatovor assessment procedures wo adopt, it is important
to cneuro in tho students an achiovomont of minimum competency.

Tests designed for

the purpose should ensuro that:
(1)

tho contont and ability which each tost task is intended to moasuro arc

(2)

the sot of test tasks i3 an adequate sample of the oxpoctod outcomos of

important and necessary educational outcomes or adequate indicators of job performance

a student who has completed a given programme;

(3)
prcparod and qualified students to take the tost have sufficient knowledge
and ability to respond correctly to each test task; and
(4)
the minimum acceptable level of performance on each test task is established
by the competont assessment authorities*
Such authorities may wish to employ modern

assessment techniques such as PSRT (Programme Evaluation and Review Techniques)
observation techniques and other methods.

Our concern horo however is to examine three generally used models to assoss

academic attainment through the popularly known tests or examinations as administered
by assessment or examining authorities in many countries viz:

(i) The One-shot Hodol - this simply measures the status of the group under
study at a single point in time. For instance the examination taken at tho. end of

thu primary course in which tho average scores for each school arc compared among

.

schools which presented candidates without talcing into account differences in aptitudo of-tho studdnts and tho circumstances in which the toets or examinations wore
administered*
'

.
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(ii) The Longitudinal Modol - which measures tho growth of tho students as they
progress through" tho'system" from one grade to another.
Success at each examination
barrier or grado entails that the expectod' outcomes of the system havo boon adequately
attained by tho students to proceed to tho next grado or level.
In.this model the
test will be designed according to the purpose for which it is intended i.e. if tho
system of education is highly selective for a person to move from one grade to another
such selective measures will bo applied; and if it is for placement or guidance tho
tests will bo administered accordingly.

Tho longitudinal model is useful in guiding teachers towards the students
growth in tho attainment of objectives and provides indicators as to whether the
student is capable of continuing with the programme at tho next grade or level.
(iii)

The Cross-Soctional Model

Since neither the one-shot model nor the longitudinal model arc in themselves
sufficient measures of expected outcomes, the cross-scctioncU. model coji bo used as
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a compromiso botwoon thorn.
The modol is a test or examination whioh is given not to
tho eamo students but to tho current students in tho same grade at tho samo lovel
and tho achiovomont scores used as proxy input to tho grade highor than tho one being
toatod. This model doos not assess the students individual growth but is usod to
measure tho growth of tho school or of tho system.
It is thcroforo reasonable to
argue that this yoar's students performed hotter or worso than last yoar's studont
and therefore should do bettor or worse at tho higher grades.

Many of the usual examinations administered in many countries arc designed to

show how far a student is above or below tho average marks of the group with which

ho was being compared; and how far tho average marks of tho class or 3chool wore
above or below the avorago or group with which they were being compared.
At the
samo time, there is a marked difforonco botween examinations designed for selection
of students to the next grade or level, or those examinations designed to sort out

students botwoon tho abovc-avorasc and below-average groups; and tost dosignod to
measure how far tho objectives of cducaticn wore achieved. What noods to bo stressed

horo however is that while traditional examinations relating to knowledge ara usuallydesigned to measure individual differences and to provide exact average marks for

classes or schools, assessment oxercises should aim at providing information on tho
ovorall progress of school children and net merely assemble data on tho knowlodgo
of the average child in school.

In Africa, most countries assess the outcomes of education through.tho traditional
examinations or through standardized tests. In general it would appear that there

is no difference between tho two (traditional examinations ami standardised tests),
although such a difference appears to be one of form.

But since tho objectives of

assessment pursued by both traditional examinations and standardized tests are

different, tho. main difference botween-tho two.must lie in tho techniques used. To
this end therefore, examinations tend to judge tho pupil in relation to others,
whereas, the test tends to judge the manner in which tho message had been conveyed.

Whatovor measures we prefer to use, (tests or examinations) it must be emphasized

that if the main aim of assessment is to determine the acquisition of knowlodgo and
skills and the extent to which the value added by education has been attained, then
there is need to select better measuring instruments and not just traditional
examinations and tests. Evidence shows, however,- that research in the selection of
measuring instruments is far from complete. There is need for.refinement.
One major problem of assessment of educational outcomes is that assessment of

terminal pattern of skills and knowledge of the individual, must also reflect the
expectations of society in which the individual., lives or enters. To this effect

then it would be expected that an individual's worth was measurable prior to under
going an educational process eo that upon completion of the educational programme,
assessment instruments could measure tho value added by computing the difference.

But since wo do not have such refined instruments to measure such a difference, and
bocauso there is generally a lack of clearly defined educational objectives, assessment
can only remain superficial, that is, a certificate of performance in conformity with
broad objectives as spelt out at national lovol. Provided tho important criteria
for assessment instruments arc embodied - namely - objectivity, reliability .and
validity, present assessmunt procedures will continue to bo used until better ones
arc devised.

-
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Conclusion

In thia paper,

it has been argued that the main task of education process is to

change the learners in desirable ways.
To this end, therefore, wo nood to define
clearly the aims and long-torm objectives of educational systems so as to holp
students change in the right direction.
Secondly it has been pointed out that it is
the primary task of tcachors, administrators and curriculum planners to specify in
precise terms the ways in which students will change by the learning process.
Further
we have argued that tcachors arc expected to make a, series of decisions if they
arc to effectively help students change in the desired ways.
Wo then postulated
that it is the role of evaluation to provide appropriate evidence to holp both
teachers and learners attain the goals of instructions, and hence the nood for
assessment.
This situation is best explained in diagramatic form as an instructional
system design (Annex I), that in a system for learning.
It is a decision making
operation involving decisions about what should be learned, how, by whom,whcn and
where,how learning should bo evaluated and improved and what resources should be
involved in preparing and providing for learning.
Thus in assessing student outcomes, wo pointed out that evaluation instruments

(especially summativo evaluation instruments) offer an operational dofinition of the
matrix of content and behaviours. Traditional examinations, therefore, administered
at the end of a course or programme tend to be used as an appropriate evaluation
instrument to determine what the students have learned by responding appropriately
to questions and tasks situations given to them.
In this way evaluation plays a
vit-.l rclo in providing both the teacher and society with the information needed
to determine the extent to which students behaviours have changed.
Unfortunately,
evaluation techniques and measuring instruments need perfection if we arc to derive
satisfaction from both the individual's and society's points of view.

!
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Annex I

Development of Instructional System Design and its Evaluation

ANALYSIS AND FORMULATION OF Ll^ARNING TASKS
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